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Flowminder Foundation: Non-profit working with data providers and international/government agencies to 

operationalize and scale applications in support of vulnerable populations and sustainable development.

WorldPop Program: Research Program led by Prof. Tatem improving the spatial demographic evidence base 

for low and middle income countries

60 staff focused on data science and integration in spatial demography

Collaborators and donors:

Academic partners:



All methods are open and published in peer reviewed journals for 

validation and transparency



Pioneered Anonymised Mobile Network Data for Infectious 

Disease (2008 Zanzibar, 2012 Haiti, 2013 Namibia, Indonesia) and 

Crisis Response (Haiti Earthquake and Cholera, Nepal 

Earthquake)



• How many people in an area?

– What is my health facility catchment size?

– How many people are affected by conflict?

• How is the population structured?

– How many children under 5 yrs in this area to vaccinate?

– How many people are eligible to vote in this village?

• How does the population change?

– How are healthcare demands changing in my area?

– Where are extensions/upgrades to sanitation and electrification needed?

Population data: Questions and applications



Mapping Populations:

Distributions



200+ geospatial layers



Disaggregation of public census data using Random Forrest approach:

100x100m grid globally



www.worldpop.org



Large-scale use of WorldPop data



● Collected once every ten years

● Released with delays

● Sometimes much older

● Sometimes manipulated

● Reality changes: migration, 

displacements, birth, deaths

But census data have problems



Mapping Afghanistan

Problem

● Last census conducted in 1979

● Exponential projections since then

Solutions

● 99% cost saving compared with a census

● Can be used between censuses

● Close collaboration needed with the 

government: Critical for acceptance of 

estimates and understanding local 

conditions which can influence estimates 

(e.g. nomads)



Predicting population distribution



R-square = 0.99

Accuracy assessment



Commissioned by the President: Country-led process



Mapping Populations:

Characteristics



Do all women have the same access

to opportunities?

53.1 % of women literate...

Subnational data are 

available, but at very 

coarse scales



GPS locations of survey clusters available

Bosco et. al. Royal Soc. Int. 2017

Cluster location data are 

available to provide relevant 

detail…

….but no measurements in 

the unsampled locations –

what can we do?



Satellite imagery can be 

processed to map factors 

known to correlated with 

human welfare



High resolution map of female literacy

Bosco et. al. Royal Soc. Int. 2017

Nigeria: Proportion of 

females who are literate



How to Vaccinate Close to All Children Under 5?

Problem

● Vaccine availability

● Local vaccination needs, routes and logistics

● Outdated census



How to Vaccinate Close to all Children under 5?

Alegana et. al. Royal Soc. Int. 2015



Stunting Among Girls in Nigeria

Bosco et. al. Forthcoming Royal Soc. Int.



High-Resolution Poverty Maps

Multi-Dimensional Poverty Index (MPI)



Mapping Population

Dynamics



Mapping Denominators: CDR Enhanced Datasets

Aggregated call detail records (CDRs) + survey data + satellite/GIS data to model 

characteristics and mobility



Mapping Denominators: CDR Enhanced Datasets

(A) Number Caller -

Anonymised

(B) Number Receiving Party  -

Anonymised

Type Call: SMS, Call, Data, 

etc.

Data Volume

Cell ID Location



Compliance with GSMA data integrity guidelines: Data never leaves mobile operator’s system 

to avoid any privacy, commercial concerns.

Preserving User’s Privacy

Mobile operator firewall
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Dynamic Facility Catchment Populations

Population Health Metrics. Zu Erbach et. al. 2016. 



Disaster Causes Large-Scale Population Movements



Haiti Earthquake Response

Bengtsson et al. PLoS Medicine 2011



Haiti Hurricane Matthew Response



Nepal Earthquake 2015

Bengtsson et al. Sci Rep. 2015; Wesolowski et al. PLoS Currents 2014; Wilson et al. PLoS Current 

2016.

First insights within 14 days





Steele et. al. Royal Soc. Int. 2017

Mobile data for mapping poverty: potential for ongoing monitoring





The Star Trek Fallacy

1. Data is the tool, not the solution – issue-driven vs. data-driven problem solving 

2. Remote sensing data and analytics can augment but not replace traditional data 

(”ground truth”), eg. surveys

3. Few studies of bias 

4. Bias include:

• Mobile data is heterogeneous – market/operators.

• Fundamental characteristics (subscribers) constantly changing

• Representativeness – what does a SIM card represent? 

• Real-time mobile data without validation = real-time mistakes



● New data sources and statistical data have a profound impact on our ability
to map population distributions, characteristics and dynamics

● We are seeing an explosion of high quality geospatial data, but every dataset 
has its biases and gaps: Data integration is key

● Potential to rapidly scale the use of mobile operator data, but accounting
for bias is crucial

Summary




